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ABSTRACT
Psaume 130, Du fond de l’âbime, by Lili Boulanger, poses a series of problems
for conductors. Its large orchestral requirement and thirty-minute performance length
severely limit the possibility of programming the work. Having thoroughly studied the
composer’s other works, I have determined that balance problems in the orchestration
need adjustment. Errors exist in the current published edition and warrant correction.
For these reasons combined with the assertion, later discussed in this document,
that Lili Boulanger may have been asked to make a more practical version of Psaume
130, Du fond de l’âbime in order to promote sales of her music, an orchestral reduction is
a viable solution. In addition, she died before the premier of the work and may have reorchestrated certain passages upon hearing it.
The methodology for this process of editing and rescoring includes:
1) comparison of the manuscript with the published edition, 2) analysis, which includes
tonal, motivic, and structural aspects of the work, 3) analysis of Boulanger’s orchestral
technique, and 4) an interview with conductor Mark Stringer.
I will demonstrate that Lili Boulanger’s Psaume 130, Du fond de l’âbime can be
arranged for reduced forces while preserving its essential elements. This version will be
more accessible for professional, college, community and church choirs, and orchestras.
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CHAPTER 1: BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF
PSALM 1301

Lili Boulanger
Many musicians are familiar with the pedagogue, composer and conductor Nadia
Boulanger (1887-1979), however, her sister Lili Boulanger (1893-1918) is not well
known in most musical circles. Marie-Juliette Olga Boulanger, known to many as Lili,
was born into a lineage of musicians.2 Her grandfather, Frédéric Boulanger,3 served at the
King’s Chapel and as a professor at the École Royale de Musique. Lili’s father, Ernest
Boulanger (1815-1900), received the prestigious Prix de Rome in 1836 at the age of
twenty for his cantata Achille. Her sister Nadia won second prize in the Prix de Rome in
1908 for her cantata La Sirene. Out of respect for her sister, Lili did not compete in the
Prix de Rome until Nadia decided not to do so again. Musicologist Leonie Rosenstiel, Lili
Boulanger’s biographer, states that Lili wanted to bring the prize back to the family. In
1913, she succeeded. At the age of twenty, Lili became the first woman ever to win the
Prix de Rome, with her cantata Faust et Hélène.
At age two, Lili could already sing melodies by ear.4 Nadia, six years older than
Lili, taught her younger sister the fundamentals of music theory, form, harmony and
1

Though the original manuscript bears the title, Psaume 130, Du fond de l’abîme, the work will be
referred to as Psalm 130 for the remainder of the document.
2

Lili Boulanger will be referred to as “Boulanger” for the remainder of the document. When her
sister Nadia is referenced, she will be referred to as “Nadia Boulanger.” In paragraphs where both sisters
are mentioned, “Lili” or “Nadia” will be used.
3

Frederic Boulanger was born in 1778, but the death date is unavailable.

4

Léonie Rosenstiel. The Life and Works of Lili Boulanger (Cranbury, New Jersey:
Associated University Presses, 1978), 33.
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composition.5 Roger Ducasse (1873-1954), composer and family friend, guided the
prodigy in her youth. Later, Georges Caussade (dates unknown), Paul Vidal (1863-1931)
and Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924) would become her teachers in theory and composition.6
Between 1914 and 1917, Lili composed Psalm 130 and three other significant
choral-orchestral compositions: Psalm 24, La Terre appartient à l’Éternel, (The Earth is
the Lord’s and the Fullness Thereof) completed in 1916; Psalm 129, Ils m’ont assez
opprimé (Many a Time They Have Afflicted Me) completed in 1916; and Vielle Prière
bouddhique (A Buddhist’s Prayer), completed in 1917. From these late works, and
possibly her entire output, Psalm 130 (129, in Latin Vulgate) emerged as the magnum
opus of Boulanger’s musical output. The other three works have unique compositional
traits which culminate in Psalm 130.
In March of 1918 at age 24, Boulanger died of Crohn’s Disease, a disease that
inflames the digestive system. During her final years, she composed pieces on texts
which reflected pain and suffering, including Psalm 130, also known in the Latin liturgy
as De Profundis (Out of the depths I cry to you, O Lord.). In 1921, Henri Büsser
premiered Psalm 130 in Paris, three years after Boulanger’s death.7
One cannot ignore the fatalistic tone the composition evokes. It is apparent that
Boulanger was superstitious about her disease. In her article, entitled Numerology and

5

Rosenstiel, 33-37.

6
7

Ibid, 30-45.

Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs. “Die fünf grossen Chorwerke Lili Boulangers,” in LiliBoulanger-Tage, 1993, Bremen: Zum 100. Geburtstag der Komponistin: Konzerte und Veranstaltungen
(Zeichen und Spüren, 1993) 19 vol. 22: 94.
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Cryptography in the Music of Lili Boulanger: The Hidden Program in Clairières dans le
ciel, Bonnie Jo Dopp describes Boulanger’s usage and reliance on symbols, particularly
the number thirteen.8 Dopp illuminates the number’s importance (to cite only a few),
beginning with the year in which Boulanger became the first women to win the Prix de
Rome – 1913; the overwhelming vote cast by the judges totaled thirty-one (thirteen
backwards) of thirty-six votes; she was one of thirteen contestants judged that year; her
very name contained thirteen letters and her first composition was completed in 1906, at
age thirteen. The initials “L.B.” were pushed together into an insignia which she penned
on her scores, also resembling the number thirteen (Figure 1). In turn, the number
manifested itself into several choices of Biblical texts for her works – I Corinthians 13,
Psalms 130, 131, and 137.9 Dopp notes many more instances which demonstrate
Boulanger’s numerical fixation. Most convincing is the organization of the song cycle,
Clairières dans le ciel, in which Dopp reveals how an overall thirteen-movement
structure organizes the musical content of the work. 10
Figure 1. Emblem on cover of Psaume 129

8

Bonnie Jo Dopp, “Numerology and Cryptography in the Music of Lili Boulanger: The Hidden
Program in ‘Clairières dans le ciel.’” The Musical Quarterly, 78, no. 3 (1994): 558.
9

Ibid, 558-560.

10

Ibid., 565.
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In her cantata Faust et Hélène an “impending shade,” or “angel-of-death” figure of the
victims of the Trojan War is represented by thirteen alternations in the bass between Eflat and B-flat.11 Many of Boulanger’s darkest or most sorrowful themes appear with Bflat pitches or in B-flat minor. Dopp states that “B-flat may represent Lili, or more
precisely Boulanger.”12 B-flat likely represents a diminished, or doomed, form of the
pitch B. The fateful tone of Psalm 130 and Pour les fune’railles d’un soldat (For the
Funeral of a Soldier) are both represented with the key signature of B-flat minor.
The number thirteen was a sign of ultimate fortune or peril in pagan cultures. In
Lili’s final year of life she came to know both good fortune and peril, perhaps the latter
slightly more as evidenced with the composition of Psalm 130. The choice of text and the
key signature of the piece, B-flat minor, both point to a struggle for the composer. Her
sister Nadia states about Lili, “She was aware that her life would be brief, her time
measured. Much calmer than we are today, talking about it, she looked ahead to her own
death.”13 Though the dedication of Psalm 130 is “to the memory of my Papa,” it is
difficult to ignore the possible connection between Lili’s biography and the score.14

11

Dopp, 560.

12

Ibid., 564-578.

13

Bruno Monsaingeon, Mademoiselle, (Manchester, England: Carcanet Press Limited, 1985), 80.

14

Discussed later, in the “Analysis” section of the document, is a hypothesis about Boulanger’s
personal link with the music and her theoretical choices in the composition.
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Psalm 130
Gabriel Fauré significantly influenced his pupil, Boulanger. Due to the similarities
in text setting, ostinato patterns and melodic construction, many Boulanger scholars make
a comparison between her single work, entitled Pie Jesu, andthe Pie Jesu from the fourth
movement of Fauré’s Requiem. Musicologist Gunner Cohrs argues that all together
Psalm 129, Psalm 130, Pour les fune’railles d’un soldat, and Pie Jesu, written between
1914 and 1917, resemble a non-liturgical requiem. His most convincing argument is the
similarity of form in these works and Fauré’s requiem setting.15 In her book Nadia and
Lili Boulanger musicologist Caroline Potter supports Cohrs’s assertion having examined
one of Boulanger’s sketchbooks:
The most interesting of these sketches (of the canon in measures 342 through 353)
suggests that the work [Psalm 130] was originally going to be a Requiem. Although
only one word of the Requiem text is present – “Dona” (eis requiem or nobis pacem) –
the dedication of Du fond de l’abîme to the composer’s late father makes the
possibility that it was conceived as a Requiem plausible. Instead, the sketch fits the
words of ‘Car en Iahvé est la miséricorde’…as Boulanger sketches rhythmic notation
above the stave which fits these words. A few pages later, sketches for a Kyrie further
reinforce the notion that this work was originally intended to be a Requiem.16
Several composers likely influenced, or were influenced, by Boulanger’s Psalm
130. In the liner notes to conductor Mark Stringer’s Timpani label recording,17
musicologist Harry Halbreich compares Psalm 130 with two works – Florent Schmitt’s

15

Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs. “Die fünf grossen Chorwerke Lili Boulangers,” in LiliBoulanger-Tage, 1993, Bremen: Zum 100. Geburtstag der Komponistin: Konzerte und Veranstaltungen
(Zeichen und Spüren, 1993) 19 vol. 22: 93-113.
16

17

Caroline Potter. Nadia and Lili Boulanger. Ashgate, Aldershot, 2006, 101-2

Mark Stringer, Lili Boulanger, Choral and Orchestral Works, Sonia de Beaufort, soprano,
Martial Defontaine, tenor, Vincent le Texier, baritone, Choeur Symphonique de Namûr, Orchestre
Philharmonique du Luxembourg, cond. Mark Stringer, Timpani 1 C1046, compact disc.
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(1870-1958) Psaume 4718 (1906) and Albert Roussel’s (1869-1937) Psaume 8019
(1929).20 Similar to Boulanger, Schmitt’s orchestral texture was known for being
“…overloaded with detail and heavily scored to the point of turgidity.” 21 His orchestra in
Psaume 47 is identical to Boulanger’s. (This is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.) In
contrast, Roussel’s Psaume 80 hardly resembles Boulanger’s Psalm 130 except that the
two works are psalm settings and scored for large orchestra, organ and chorus.
Boulanger’s Psalm 130 likely inspired the use of bitonality and the octatonic scale in
works of Arthur Honegger (1892-1955) and Darius Milhaud (1892-1974). Halbreich is
accurate in linking the opening measures of Psalm 130 with the strikingly similar
“Prologue” to Honegger’s Jeanne d’Arc au Bucher22 (1938). Rosenstiel finds a
relationship between the dense, low-registered opening of Psalm 130 and that of Maurice
Ravel’s (1875-1937) La Valse (1920) and his Concerto for left hand (1929-1930).23 In the
same way, the opening to Honegger’s infamous Pacific 231 pays direct homage to the
opening of Psalm 130. Boulanger may have first heard the choral “Ahs” that she would
use in Psalm 130 in Debussy’s oratorio Martyre de Saint Sebastien24 (1911), and

18

Florent Schmitt, Psaume XLVII pour Orchestre, Orgue, Choeurs et Solo (Paris: Salabert, 1922).

19

Albert Roussel, Psaume 80, op. 37 (Boston: C.C. Birchard, 1929).

20

Harry Halbreich (1999), “The Wind Bloweth Where it Listeth,” in Lili Boulanger Orchestral
and Choral Works [CD booklet]. Luxembourg: Timpani Records.
21

Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., s.v. “Florent Schmitt,”by Eric Blom.

22

Arthur Honegger, Jeanne d’Arc au Bucher, full score (Paris: Salabert, 1947).

23

Rosenstiel, 195.

24

Claude Debussy, Le Martyre de Saint Sebastien (Paris: Durand, 1911).
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Debussy or Boulanger may have influenced Honegger’s oratorio Jeanne d’Arc au Bucher
since choral “Ahs” also appear in Honegger’s score. Schmitt’s setting may have inspired
her to create a choral-orchestral psalm setting, however, it appears that many composers,
such as Roussel, Honegger, Ravel, and Milhaud, later paid homage to Psalm 130 in their
compositions. Regardles of stylistic similarities to Boulanger’s compositional mentor
Fauré, Psalm 130 remains one of the more exceptional compositions of this era.25
Logistically Psalm 130 is problematic, however, I believe that it is exquisite and
daring, worthy of frequent performance. Despite this, during the twentieth century, most
scholars and conductors (besides Nadia Boulanger) have overlooked Lili Boulanger’s
compositions. Boulanger’s biographer, Léonie Rosenstiel, argues that Christopher
Palmer’s book, Impressionism in Music, reveals Boulanger’s unpopularity.26 Palmer’s
book is the first document, published fifty-three years after Boulanger’s death, which
places Boulanger, according to Rosenstiel, in the “legitimate continuum of the French
Impressionist tradition.”27 Only recently has Boulanger’s status within the canon of
concert repertoire become recognized. From available articles and reviews, it appears that
most first-time listeners have a reaction of elated surprise. In a review of Igor
Markevitch’s recording (1960), which includes Psalm 130, critic and composer

26

Rosenstiel, 228.

27

Christopher Palmer. Impressionism in Music. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1973.

19
Marc Blitzstein writes in the Saturday Review:
[Lili Boulanger’s music] is more than good. It is extraordinary. Make no mistake,
here was an original talent…the music is…masculine in its rugged force, utterly
feminine in its purity and lyrical outpouring. Honegger, Poulenc, Roussel – to name
but three who out-lived her – owe Lili much…28
It is my hope that my new version of Psalm 130 will finally create a bridge between
Boulanger’s relatively unknown oeuvre and a larger community of listeners and
performers.

28

Marc Blitzstein. “Music’s Other Boulanger” The Saturday Review (May, 1960), 60; quoted in
Léonie Rosenstiel, The Life and Works of Lili Boulanger. Cranbury (New Jersey: Associated University
Presses, 1978) 215.
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEMATIC PERFORMANCE ASPECTS OF PSALM 130

Choral-Orchestral Forces
Due to the required performing forces which make it financially expensive to
program Psalm 130 is daunting to perform. As the winner of the Prix de Rome,
Boulanger had at her disposal the necessary resources for such projects. Due to her
premature death, she did not hear the premier of her colossal work and could not have
been aware of the amount of difficulty experienced in producing it. Caroline Potter, in her
recent book Nadia and Lili Boulanger, states: “Several of Lili Boulanger’s works were
written in different versions for different instrumental formations, a practice no doubt
encouraged by her publishers to ensure the widest possible market for her works.”29 If
Boulanger had lived long enough to see the work grow in popularity, it is likely she may
have published a reduced version of Psalm 130. She may also have revised the
orchestration as I have done in the rescored version.
In its current form, the orchestral complement is as follows: 1 piccolo, 2 flutes, 2
oboes, 1 English horn, 2 B-flat clarinets, 1 bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 1 sarrussophone, 4
horns in F, 3 trumpets in C, 4 trombones, 1 tuba, 3 timpani, 1 bass drum, 1 pair of crash
cymbals, 1 tam-tam, 1 celesta, 1 organ, 2 harps, 1 mezzo-soprano, 1 tenor soloist, SATB
chorus and strings (often divisi).
One of the factors in calculating an orchestral budget is the number of string players
required. After establishing the necessary number of woodwinds, brass, and percussion,
the number of string players can be determined. Four trombones, tuba and a low29

Caroline Potter, Nadia and Lili Boulanger (Ashgate: Aldershot, 2006): 102-3.
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registered organ contribute to the challenge, since they add density to the lower register.
The orchestra for Psalm 130 requires a triple wind configuration, standard to works of the
late romantic and early twentieth-century periods. While a low-brass complement is not
unusual, Boulanger very often uses it at a ff dynamic, in five-to-seven- part chords while
tutti orchestra and chorus are sounding at the same dynamic.
The chorus poses the greatest balance problem for the ensemble. In conventional
practice, a chorus of 150 to 180 non-professional or 90 to 100 professional singers is
necessary to achieve optimal balance with such large orchestral forces.30 Often, the tenor
and bass parts are doubled by the orchestra and covered by a thickly scored, lowregistered orchestra. Additionally, many of the brass dynamics are louder than those of
the chorus. In Figure 2, especially measures 99 through 100, the divisi bass parts in the
chorus are doubled by the horns and trombones. It is very easy for the divisi lower
strings, bassoon, sarrussophone, organ, horn and trombone parts to cover a medium-sized
chorus.

30

Mark Stringer, interview by author, 20 July 2006, Berne, Switzerland.
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Figure 2. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 97 through 100
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Within the chorus, four
four-part bass divisi is a difficult balance issue (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 407 through 410
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When organizing a choral complement for Psalm 130, the conductor will need a large
number of basses compared to the other sections because of the work’ss low tessitura.
Therefore, fewer voices in the soprano section, with a graded increase of numbers
towards the bass section is essential.
A suggested voice breakdown in a cchorus of 150 is:
•
•
•
•

sopranos:
s: 33
altos: 35
tenors: 37
basses:
es: 45

With all of these factors in mind, an ideal accompanying string section would
number fifty players:
•
•
•
•
•

violin 1: 14
violin 2: 12
viola: 10
cello: 8
contrabass: 6

24
A conservative and less optimal solution could be as low as forty string players:
•
•
•
•
•

violin 1: 10
violin 2: 10
viola: 8
cello: 7
contrabass: 5

There are problematic performance aspects, as well. The performance venue must
have an organ or one must be rented. The stage size must accommodate two harps,
timpani, bass drum, tam-tam, organ console and chorus.
Conductor Mark Stringer31 suggests that if Boulanger lived to hear the work
premiered she would have reconsidered some of the balance issues. The somber mood of
Psalm 130, “Out of the depths I cry…” is certainly evoked in her low-registered, dense
orchestration. (The aural result is one of darkness and blurriness, and the listener
experiences difficulty hearing all of the important melodies.) During an interview with
Mark Stringer, I discovered that balance problems led him to adjust the orchestration in
various sections of the work.32 Figures 4a and 4b demonstrate the implementation of
Stringer’s suggestion. Here, Stringer indicated that the viola melody in measures 38 and
39 (indicated with an arrow in Figures 4a and 4b) was less audible because of the thickly
scored brass parts. He reinforced it with the violin 2 part.

31

32

Mark Stringer, interview by author, 20 July 2006, Berne, Switzerland.

Mark Stringer, Lili Boulanger, Choral and Orchestral Works, Sonia de Beaufort, soprano,
Martial Defontaine, tenor, Vincent le Texier, baritone, Choeur Symphonique de Namûr, Orchestre
Philharmonique du Luxembourg, cond. Mark Stringer, Timpani 1 C1046, compact disc.
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Figure 4. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 34 through 40
a. Durand edition
34

35

39

36

37

40

38
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Figure 4. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 34 through 40
b. Stringer Suggestion
34

35

36

39

37

40

38
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I have incorporated Stringer’s suggestions as well as my own changes into my reduced
version.33
The reduction I propose would alleviate many issues of size and balance. The
following instruments would be used: 2 flutes (the second player doubling piccolo), 2
oboes (the second player doubling English horn), 1 clarinet, 1 bass clarinet, 2 bassoons
(the second player doubling contrabassoon), 2 horns, 2 trumpets, 2 trombones, 1 tuba,
timpani, bass drum, tam-tam, celesta, organ, harp and strings (4,4,3,3,2 – minimal
strings). The size of the choir could then be reduced to sixty to seventy community or
student choristers or forty to fifty professional choristers.
Furthermore, when choosing repertoire for a concert, conductors are reluctant to
include Psalm 130 due to its length. Lasting only around thirty minutes, the work’s tenorand bass-heavy chorus with a large wind complement demands another work of similar
scope (of which there are few) to fill out the program. Extra instrumentalists must be
hired to accommodate a performance of Psalm 130, and they are generally paid the same
amount if they play for a half-hour or two-and-a-half hours. Therefore, the work is
fiscally unsuitable for many concert programs.

Discrepancies in Durand Edition
Psalm 130 was completed in 1917 and published by Durand in 1925. Many errors
in this edition are apparent. For example, in Figure 5 an incorrect rhythmic notation

33

Appendix A includes a list of these changes.
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occurs in measure 190 of the second harp part, where in a meter of 3/2, the rhythms have
mistakenly been halved. More examples can be found in APPENDIX A of this document.
Figure 5. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Durand edition, measures 190 through 191

Harp 2

Alexandra Laederich, musicologist and curator of the Fondation internationale
Nadia et Lili Boulanger, graciously aided me in identifying and personally contacting the
owner of the original manuscript, Gerald Hugon. He granted permission to the
Bibliothèque nationale de France where the manuscript is archived, which allowed me to
examine the manuscript. After comparing it with the published edition, I identified other
errors and ambiguities confirming my original suspicions. In the new version of the work
I have applied these corrections.

Ensemble Balance Adjusted in Recent Performances
I began my original investigation of the work by seeking conductors who have
performed Psalm 130. Recordings of any live performance other than Nadia Boulanger’s
could not be found, however, one website, advertising a Timpani label recording of the
work, provided an email address for its conductor, Mark Stringer. Now living in Berne,
Switzerland, the North American-born conductor was willing to describe his frustration
with the score and with many of Boulanger’s choral-orchestral works. During the
interview Stringer informed me that after the first rehearsal he spent four days
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“reinforcing the orchestral parts.”34 Much to Stringer’s dismay these same adjustments
were not erased from the rented parts and were used later by conductor Yan Pascal
Tortelier in his Chandos label recording.35
Both Stringer’s and Tortelier’s recordings demonstrate the success of alternative
scoring. In Nadia’s recording in which she uses Lili’s orchestration, balance is poor.36
John Elliot Gardiner’s recording is the most exceptional in terms of orchestral clarity,
balance, intonation, articulation and devotion to the score (besides some tempo
adjustments). Significant funding allowed Gardiner to hire exceptional musicians. These
factors, in combination with his fine musical skills, resulted in an ideal recording of
Psalm 130.37 Most choral and orchestral organizations lack the time and funding
necessary for an ideal situation like that of Gardiner’s.38 It seems logical then that a
reduced version which, also solves the balance problems Stringer encountered, will
promote future performances and greater awareness of Psalm 130.
Psalm 130, in its present condition, may be infrequently performed because of the
following problems: the issue of programming a thirty-minute work with daunting
34

Mark Stringer, interview by author, 20 July 2006, Berne, Switzerland.

35
Yan Pascal Tortelier, Faust et Hélène, Lynne Dawson, soprano, Ann Murray, mezzo-soprano,
Bonaventura Bottone, tenor, Neil MacKenzie, tenor, Jason Howard, bass, City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra, cond. Yan Pascal Tortelier, Chandos, 9745, 1999, compact disc.
36

Nadia Boulanger, Fauré Requiem, Lili Boulanger, Pie Jesu, Psalm 24, Du fond de l’abime, Janet
Price, soprano, Bernadette Greevy, contralto, Ian Partridge, tenor, John Carol Case, baritone, BBC chorus,
BBC Symphony Orchestra, cond. Nadia Boulanger, BBC Music, 4026-2, compact disc.
37

John Eliot Gardiner, Boulanger, Psalms; Stravinksy, Symphony of Psalms, Sally Bruce-Payne,
mezzo-soprano, Julian Podger, tenor, The Monteverdi Choir, The London Symphony Orchestra, cond. John
Eliot Gardiner, Deutsche Grammophon, 289 463 789-2, 2002, compact disc.
38

The only recording of a live performance of Psalm 130 is that of Nadia Boulanger’s. For the
other studio recordings musicians involved on every recording deserve a great deal of merit, however, it
should be noted that many balance issues are often overcome by the sound engineers.
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orchestral forces; dense polyphony further abstracted by thick orchestration; and errors in
the current published edition. I believe these problems justify an alternate version of
Psalm 130.
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CHAPTER 3: PSALM 130 – SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS39
It is hard to claim that she had forged a style of her own when there is so little to judge her by, but
this lofty and alluring music [Psalm 130] certainly suggests that she had found time to draw up a
40
book of rules on harmony that had not been plundered by anybody else.

Summary of Large Sections in Psalm 130
In my analysis, I have divided Psalm 130 into five large sections. Section I is
similar to an orchestral ritornello. This orchestral statement contains essential motivic
elements of the piece. Section II contains the first choral statements of the work. In
Section III, Boulanger develops the themes from Sections I and II through fragmentation,
augmentation, transformation, and modulation. These compositional techniques typically
occur in a developmental section. Instead of following a sonata format, Boulanger
follows the format of the text. In Section IV, the text changes from desperation, penitence
and fate (Sections I through III) to hope. Here, Boulanger follows the change of mood
with the introduction of new modes, new textures and a mezzo-soprano soloist. Section V
contains overlapping affects of both hope and fate and Boulanger combines
compositional elements of the work. Harmonic instability in the first six measures
(Section I) is resolved in the last six measures (Section V). Her overall format mirrors the
standard literary trend of a “Thesis” and “Conclusion.”

39

For reasons of consistency, all references to measures will not be spelled out. Portions within
measures will have a designated period, followed by a number indicating the placement in the measure
(e.g., measure twenty-one, third quarter note would appear: 21.3).
40

Richard Fairman, “Financial Times” (1999); quoted in Nick Strimple, Choral Music in the
Twentieth Century (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 2002).
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Below is an outline of Sections I through V.
I.

“Thesis,” measures 1 through 59 – orchestral statement, “fate””

II.

Measures 59 through 134 – choral statement

III.

“Development,
Development,” measures 134 through 190 – tempo and
thematic variation

IV.

“Contrast,” measures 190 tthrough 379 – mezzo-soprano
soprano solo, “hopeful” text

V.

“Conclusion
Conclusion and Juxtaposition of Sections I and IV,” measures 379 through
430 – overlap of hope and fate through text setting,, motivic layering,
orchestration and tonality41

Introduction to Germ Motives x, y, and z
In Figure 6, I list three motives, labeled x, y, and z.
Figure 6. Boulanger, Psalm 130, motives x, y, and z
motive x

motive y

motive z

41

document.

A detailed, measure
measure-by-measure, Herfordian-type
type graph can be found in Appendix C of this
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In matters of orchestral reduction, I have given them prominence over other motives. I
deciphered the motivic hierarchy by examining the fortspinnung, or “spinning out,”
inherent in the work. It appears that Boulanger assigns varying parameters to each
motive. For instance, motive x, which resembles the Dies Irae plainchant, is later
developed through rhythmic augmentation, inversion, and melodic variation and
transformation. In contrast, motive y, a rising theme, varies intervalically and conforms to
its tonal surroundings. Boulanger uses motive z to develop the chromaticism in Psalm
130.
Additionally, motive x contains a whole-tone collection which is made up of two
different major second intervals and one major third (F to E-flat, F to D-flat, and E-flat to
F). Because of its step-wise motion, motive x seems stable. In contrast, the jagged
arpeggiations of motive y (E-flat, G-flat, C-flat, D, F, D-flat and G-flat) seem unstable.
Motives x, y, and z are the basic substance – in rhythm, harmony and melodic
shape – for all other motivic activity in Psalm 130. Boulanger adheres to the various
musical traits of each motive, while expanding the complexity of their design and use.
Each organic change contributes to a seamless flow throughout the composition.

Development of Motive x
Germ statements of motive x first occur in measures 3 through 6 (tuba and cello
solo, see Figure 6 above), 10 through 13 (trombone, tuba, and cello) and at the conclusion
of Section I in measures 54 through 57. Measures 88 through 92 (soprano, alto and
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organ) contain a harmonized restatement of motive x transposed up a minor sixth
(Figure 7).
Figure 7. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 82 through 92

S

Motive x,
transposed up
a minor sixth

A

T

B

Motive x,
transposed up
a minor sixth
S

A

T

B

Beginning in measure 26, Boulanger develops motive x into a sequential,
climbing motive labeled xa. The initial whole-step of motive xa is likely derived from the
first four pitches of motive x. Compare Figures 6 and 8.
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Figure 8. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 24 through 28.1, motive xa
Initial whole-step

Boulanger features motive xa in the trombone and trumpet in measures 36 through 40 and
42 through 47. In a similar way motive xa reoccurs in measures 160 through 165.1.
In measures 138 and 141, motive xa occurs in the chorus. Shown here in Figure 9,
it is rhythmically altered from its original form (trumpet, measure 26) to fit the text “Si tu
prends garde aux péchés.” Boulanger incorporates it into a half-step sequence, in measure
141, to pitch C-flat and returns to B-flat on the text “Iahvé.”
Figure 9. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 135 through 143
T

B

T

B

Motive xa is then echoed by the lower brass in measures 149 through 152, and 154
through 156.
In measures 211 through 229, Boulanger sequences motive xa in a duet between
the mezzo-soprano and cello. Here, she exploits the ascending quality of motive xa as a
means to build a musical climax. Tempo, dynamics and texture are increased until the
arrival point, or climax, is achieved in measure 219 (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 207 through 219

Beginning of
motive xa
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Figure 10. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 207 through 219, continued

Sequence
of xa

Second
sequence of
xa
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Figure 10. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 207 through 219, continued

Second
sequence of
xa, continued

Arrival, or climax
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Boulanger extracts the rhythmic content from motive xa to create a heavily
articulated ostinato (measure 231 through 239) in the cello and contrabass. With this
ostinato rhythm, Boulanger anticipates the rhythm of the brass and choral entrances in
measures 236 and 238 (Figure 11).
Figure 11. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 235 through 238
235

236

237

238

Bass drum

A

Brass and choral entrances with
similar rhythm as the ostinato.

T

B

Ostinato

Beginning in measure 230, Boulanger develops motive xa into a motive I have
labeled motive xb. It is similar to xa in its melodic shape, however, Boulanger creates a
sequential triplet, ostinato figure in the viola (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 231 through 234

Bass drum

Motive xb ostinato

All three events – the ostinato rhythm in the cellos and contrabass, motive xa and motive
xb – simultaneously occur in measure 240 through 243 (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 239 through 243

Motive xa

Bass drum

S

A

T

B

Motive xb

Ostinato
rhythm derived
from motive xa

Development of Motive y
Motive y appears in various harmonic forms. The first two presentations of
motive y occur in measures 7 through 9 (see Figure 6, above), and 14 through 17.
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Imitative versions of motive y occur throughout the score. Fragments of motive y
occur with varied “tails” of the melody. Boulanger simultaneously layers these two
versions of motive y (Figure 14).
Figure 14. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 39 through 42
Varied “tail” of
the melody
y fragment

Motive y

Motive y
Motive y
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Boulanger employs harmonic variations of motive y depending on the harmonies
surrounding the motive (Figure 15). Instead of the original octatonic collection presented
in Figure 6, in measures 48 and 49 Boulanger presents motive y in the context of B-flat
minor (with an A-natural appoggiatura). This presentation of motive y conforms to the
harmonies of the bassoon 2, organ, brass and strings. In measure 59, a simplified
variation of motive y occurs in the cello and bassoon (Figure 16). In measures 194 and
195, Boulanger uses this same y variant as material for the mezzo-soprano solo (Figure
17 and 18).
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Figure 15. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 47 through 50

Harmonic
variation of
motive y
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Figure 16. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 56 through 60

Motive y variant

Figure 17. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 189 through 195

Motive y variant

The motive in 208.3 through 210 is similar to the above y variant.
Figure 18. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 207 through 210

Motive y variant

The ascending scales in measures 79 through 81 also resemble motive y (Figure 19).
Figure 19. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 79 through 81

The main common trait of motive y and its variants is the rising, or reaching (“Out of the
depths…”), shape of the motive.
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Motive y is often attached to fragments or variations of other motives. As shown
in Figure 20, the viola melody begins as motive y and ends with motive za – a motive
discussed in the next subsection of this chapter.
Figure 20. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 34 through 40

Fragment of motive za
Fragment of motive y

As shown in Figure 21, motive y appears with multiple fragments attached to its “tail.”42
Figure 21. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 47 through 50
Motive za

Motive y

Motive z

Extension of motive za

Motive u

Motive za

Two motive y variants

In summary, Boulanger varies motive y with great liberty throughout the work. It
is a motive which is generally defined by its rising shape. Because she allows the motive
to be harmonically flexible, it is often layered into dense contrapuntal sections and
connected with various fragments of other motives.

42

Some of the motives shown in Figure 20 will be introduced later in this chapter.
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Development of Motive z and Introduction to Motive u
Motives z (Figure 6, above) and u often appear in close proximity and are both
chromatic motives. For these reasons, they are discussed together. I believe motive z is
hierarchically more important due to its early and frequent occurrence in the work and
evolutionary nature. Upon the first statement of motive u Boulanger attaches it to motive
z in measure 19 (Figure 23, below). Motive u functions as a passing, or connective,
melody and links material together in a more static manner.
In measure 16, Boulanger introduces motive z in the flute 1 and oboe 1. In
measures 19 and 20, motive z is included in the string canon and later developed into
motive za in measures 24 through 26. Motive za is a variation of motive z and contains
grace notes and augmented rhythmic values. The ascending half-step motion occurs twice
in this motive and resembles motive z. Boulanger develops motive za through rhythmic
augmentation and with the addition of an augmented second and grace notes (Figure 22).
Figure 22. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 24 through 26

Shown in Figure 23, Boulanger introduces motive u. Motive u is an appoggiatura
figure followed by a chromatic descent, found here in measures 20.4 (violin 1), 21.2
(violin 2) and 21.4 (violin 1).
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Figure 23. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 19 through 23

Motive u

Motive z

Boulanger uses both motives z and u as ostinati.. In measures 160 through 162,
motive z appears as an ostinato in the viola and contrabass. In addition, this sequenced
motive appears in inversion ((Figure 24).
Figure 24. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 160 through 162

Motive z ostinato

Motive z ostinato
in inversion

In measures 43 through 46, Boulanger similarly uses motive u as an ostinato in
the violin 2 and the viola (Figure 25). Not only is the motive chromatic, but each
occurrence of the motive appears as a chromatic descent from B-flat.
Figure 25. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 43 through 46

Motive u

etc…

In measures 88 and 89, both motives z and u occur, as shown in Figure
F
26. This is
repeated in measures 93 through 94
94.
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Figure 26. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 93 through 94
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A

Motive u

T

B

Motive z

Beginning in measure 90, a development of motive u occurs. Boulanger develops
motive u into a motive, which I have labeled motive ua, since it has the shape of motive u
without chromaticism. Motive ua occurs in measures 90 (tenor and bass) and 95 (bass)
and is further transformed into motive ub. Motive ub contains the initial leap of motive u
and continues with the descent of a step, another leap up and a descent down (Figure 28).
Figure 27. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 89 through 92
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Motive ua

T

B

Motive ua
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Figure 28. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 97 through 100

S

A

Motive ub
T

Motive ub

B

Motive ub

Additionally, motives z and u and their variations are frequently used as a tail of motive y
(Figure 29).
Figure 29. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 153 through 157
153

154

155

Combination of motives y, z, and w
156

157

Motive z

Motive y

Motive u

Boulanger uses the chromaticism in motive z to enhance the tonal tension in the
work. To further increase this tension, she uses the motive as an ostinato or in inversion.
The companion to motive z, motive u, functions both as connective material and
chromatic decoration.
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Motive w
Motive w is arch-shaped. The unique shape of the motive influenced my decision
to label it with a w. This step-wise arch is a less-jagged version of motive xa which also
contains an ascending melodic shape. Motive xa accounts for the ascent of the arch in
motive w, and the descent is a mirror image of the ascent. It is with the introduction of
motive w in measure 277 (bassoon) that motive xa ceases to be used by Boulanger in the
rest of the piece. Perhaps Boulanger is signaling the work’s dénouement with this
smoothed-out motive xa. She uses motive w frequently in Section IV between measures
277 and 340. Using a Schenkarian approach, I have compared motive w and xa in Figures
30a and 30b.
Figure 30. Boulanger, Psalm 130
a. measures 277 through 279
Motive w

Figure 30. Boulanger, Psalm 130
b.

measures 24 through 28.1

Scalar ascent
of motive xa
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Smaller Motives
In the canonic
ic music of measures 342 through 353, four smaller motives
motive are
present. The first smaller motive, labeled ma, occurs in measures 342 through 343
(mezzo-soprano). Motive mb occurs in measures 344 through 345 (mezzo-soprano).
(mezzo
Motive mc occurs in measures 346 through 347 (mezzo-soprano). Motive mc is
sequenced in measures
sures 348 through 349. Motive md occurs in measures 350 through 353
(Figure 31). They resemble other previous motives. Motives mb and mc resemble motives
ua and ub. (Compare with Figure 27 and 28 above.) Motive ma resembles motive z.
(Compare with Figure 6.)
.)
Figure 31. Boulanger, Psalm 130
130, measures 340 through 353
ma
Sop.
Solo

S

A

ma
T

B

mb

mc

Sop.
Solo

Tenor
Solo

mb

mc
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Figure 31. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 340 through 353, continued
md
Sop.
Solo

Tenor
Solo

md
Sop.
Solo

S

A

Continuation of md

T

B

Following the canon, the four motives are used as motivic material for the choral music
between measures 354 through 361.

Summary of Motives
With each passing phrase, Boulanger allows the motivic material of Psalm 130 to
change in an organic and seamless manner. Motives x, y, and z contain specific
compositional features described above. Boulanger uses these features to create the
structure of Psalm 130. At the same time, she carefully transforms the motives
melodically (in size and shape), harmonically and rhythmically throughout the work.
They resemble the subtle character changes of a complex piece of literature – often
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perceived but not initially understood. The first-time listener perceives musical
coherence, but cannot explain why without careful comparison. I attempt to demonstrate
Boulanger’s methods of creating such musical coherence with the examples above.

Octatonicism and Other Modes
According to musicologist Sylvia Kahan, Prince Edmond de Polignac (18341901) was the first composer to publish a treatise on octatonic theory. In conjunction with
this treatise, he composed music containing this scale. The scale was decisively employed
in his work La Danse du Python which received notable attention in Paris.43 Prince
Edmond’s wife, Winnaretta Singer, or the Princesse de Polignac, ran an active salon in
which the likes of Gabriel Fauré and Nadia Boulanger were frequent guests.44 Most likely
Lili Boulanger was introduced to the octatonic scale either through first-hand or secondhand exposure to the salon via Nadia or Fauré. Two of Stravinsky’s ballets which contain
the scale, Petrushka (1911) and Le Sacre du printemps (1913), were also premiered
during Boulanger’s lifetime.
In his article “Die fünf grossen Chorwerke Lili Boulangers”45 Gunner Cohrs
offers an analysis of Psalm 130. His analysis addresses modal centers, general thematic

43

Sylvia Kahan. “Rien de la tonalité usuelle”: Edmond de Polignac and the Octatonic
Scale in Nineteenth-Century France. 19th-Century Music (Fall 2005), 97- 120.
44

Jeanice Brooks. “Nadia Boulanger and the Salon of the Princesse de Polignac.” Journal of the
American Muscological Society (1993), 415-468.
45

Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs. “Die fünf grossen Chorwerke Lili Boulangers,” in LiliBoulanger-Tage, 1993, Bremen: Zum 100. Geburtstag der Komponistin: Konzerte und Veranstaltungen
(Zeichen und Spüren, 1993) 19 vol. 22: 93-115.
.
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landmarks and text-painting, and includes an orchestral analysis. In Rosenstiel’s
biography of Lili Boulanger she gives an analysis less specific than Cohrs’s. She
discusses programmatic aspects of the work, orchestration and text-painting. She briefly
places the work in historical context and traces the development of Boulanger’s
compositions.46 Caroline Potter, in her recent book Nadia and Lili Boulanger, also
includes a brief analysis of the work.47 Her analysis offers much of the same information
as the other two, but also includes sketches (mentioned later in this chapter in the section
entitled Text) of themes from Psalm 130. These analyses are points of departure for the
analysis provided in this document. None of them provides a comprehensive study of the
composition.
Regarding harmony, Potter and Cohrs define the work as appearing in layers of
modes. Generally, I agree with their findings. Traces of the Phrygian mode appear in
many places in the work. The extended mezzo-soprano solo is one of these moments.
However, after analyzing the pitch content, I found that Boulanger frequently uses
octatonic sets as the harmonic and melodic fabric of Psalm 130. For example, all of the
musical content in Figure 32 is built on an octatonic scale which contains the following
pitches: F, G-flat, A-flat, A-natural, B, C, D and E-flat.

46

Léonie Rosenstiel. The Life and Works of Lili Boulanger. Cranbury, New Jersey: Associated
University Presses, 1978.
47

Caroline Potter. Nadia and Lili Boulanger. Ashgate, Aldershot, 2006.
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Figure 32. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 324 through 327
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Boulanger includes three types of smaller, scalar pitch collections in Psalm 130.
She uses chromatic collections to create “dissonant” tones. W
Whole-tone collections make
use of major seconds, or “consonant” tones. The octatonic scale is the median between
the chromatic and whole--tone collections and comprises equal parts of major and minor
seconds. For Boulanger, the octatonic scale may have musically represented the duality
of grave petition and hope present in the text of Psalm 130. That she
he does not feature
octatonic activity
vity in her other choral
choral-orchestral works strengthens this argument.
For the majority of Psalm 130, octatonicism defines not only polyphonic themes,
fragments, and harmonic function, but also longer
longer, Schenkerian-like lines. Beginning in
measure 26, not only is each occurrence of motive xa made up of an octatonic collection,
but the succession of starting pitch
pitches for motive xa also make up an octatonic collection:
D (measure 26, trumpet.),
.), C
C-sharp (measure 36, trombone 1), F (measure
measure 38, trumpet.),
trumpet E
(measure 42, trombone 1)) and A-flat (measure
measure 44, trumpet 1). If reordered they spell an
octatonic collection C-sharp
sharp, D, E, F, (G) and A-flat (Figure 33).
Figure 33. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 26 through 46
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Figure 33. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 26 through 46, continued
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In measures 24 through 27, a bi
bi-tonal moment of C-flat major against D major
majo
appears in the strings and organ. Besides the y motive in the cello (measure 26 and 27),
the total pitch content is actually an octatonic set: E
E-flat, F, F-sharp/G-flat,
flat, G-sharp,
G
A, B
(Figure 34). The G-natural
natural is an accented, dissonant upper-neighbor tone, which resolves
down to the F-sharp.
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Figure 34. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 24 through 28

Motive xa

Motive za
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Boulanger does not limit the composition to one octatonic collection per measure.
In measures 36 and 37, she overlaps two collections. The first collection begins with a
half-step built on C-sharp (C-sharp, D, E, F, G, A-flat, B-flat) in the trombone 1 and
trumpet. The second collection is built on G-sharp (G-sharp, A, B, C, D, E-flat, F, G-flat)
and occurs in the organ and sustained lower-brass. The two collections share pitches Gsharp, F, B and D (Figure 35).
Figure 35. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 34 through 38
36

37

38

Collection 1:
C-sharp, D, E, F, G,
A-flat, B-flat, B-natural

Collection 2:
G-sharp, A, B, C, D,
E-flat, F (E-sharp),
G-flat (F-sharp)

Measures 425.4 through 430 contain pitches which complete the final octatonic
collection of the work: F, G, A-flat, B-flat and C-flat. Based on the key signature of Bflat minor, it appears that Boulanger is concluding in a home key. While this may have
been part of her rationale, the closing measures are part of an octatonic collection.
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Boulanger summarizes the harmonic language of Psalm 130 by ending not in B-flat
B
minor, but in a B-flat
flat octatonic collection
collection.
While Boulanger frequently utilizes the octatonic scale throughout Psalm 130,
other scales and modalities exist in the work. As shown in Figure 36,, a series of
ascending locrian scales occur in the woodwinds (measures 76 through 78).
Figure 36. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 76 through 78

For the majority of measures 190 through 223, Boulanger remains in E
E-flat
flat Phrygian.
With this newly introduced mode, Boulanger moves away from the octatonicism and
chromaticism found in Sections I and II
II, and Sections IV and V (Figure 37).
37
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Figure 37. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 189 through 194
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Compositional Trends
Motivically, Psalm 130 arguably stands out as Boulanger’s most complex
composition. At the height of her contrapuntal technique, Boulanger developed individual
cells of music into vast webs of harmonic congruence. Her background in organ is
evident in her implementation of thick, contrapuntal textures. Unlike the organist and
composer Anton Bruckner (1824-1896) who used sections of the orchestra like different
manuals of an organ, Boulanger goes beyond the limitations of the organ, in essence
adding extra sets of hands, feet, and manuals through her orchestration. Boulanger fully
extends the scope of her contrapuntal technique with the composition of Psalm 130.
In Boulanger’s other choral-orchestral works, she presents a maximum of two to
three themes at a time. In Psalm 130, Boulanger employs a maximum of seven
polyphonic lines at a time. Shown in Figure 38 below, the seven motives in measure 100
are rhythmically active and therefore create a complex texture.
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Figure 38. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 97 through 100
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Shown in Figure 39, a similar situation is present in measures 160 through 161. Three
different melodic themes occur (one each in the bassoon, trombone solo and cello) over
three accompanying figures (one each in the horns, first and second violins, and lower
strings). Such counterpoint is not prevalent throughout the entire work, however,
Boulanger demonstrates her contrapuntal skill in this passage.
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Figure 39. Boulanger, Psalm 130
130, measures 160 through 161
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Throughout the work Boulanger emphasizes certain pitches. These pitches to
which other pitches gravitate will be referred to as pillar pitches. The two pitches which
are most often used as pillar pitches are F and B-flat – the pitch centers of the piece.
Rather than adhering to a strictly tonal approach, Boulanger does not cadence in a
dominant to tonic manner. She often creates a cadence by ending the phrase on F or Bflat. As shown in Figure 40, the upper-neighbor G-flat pitches resolve down, while the
lower-neighbor E-natural pitch (organ) resolves up to pillar pitch F (measure 69). Shown
in Figure 41, below, this also occurs at the end of a larger phrase, Section I. Here, pitches
E-flat and G-flat resolve to pillar pitch F.48

48

The E-flat to F motion in the timpani is transposed because of the limitation of available pitches
for this instrument.
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Figure 40. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 66 through 70
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Figure 41. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 56 through 60
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The melodic shapes of motives x and z are relevant when discussing pillar pitches.
Motive x begins on F, dips below and returns to F. Motive z begins on F, steps up and
then descends back to F. (Refer to Figure 6.) In many ways, it seems that F (or scale
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degree five in B-flat minor) is the central pitch of the work, though the key signature
indicates B-flat minor and the work ends with B-flat as the tonic. Since both motives x
and z gravitate around F, they share a distinct similarity. The melodic differences
between them are the intervallic distances above or below pillar pitch F, and the usage of
half-step and whole-step motion.49
Seven choral statements containing the text Iahvé and Adonaï occur as a
compositional feature in Psalm 130. I have labeled them Iahvé/Adonaï I through VII.
Each Iahvé/Adonaï statement contains similar text and a homophonic, choral texture, and
acts as the beginning or conclusion of a major section. Boulanger breaks up the linear
flow of the work with these homophonic statements. With each new statement, the music
varies in tonality and increases dynamically and orchestrally. (Compare Iahvé/Adonaï I,
measure 88, to the climactic Iahvé/Adonaï VII, measure 407.) The name Iahvé/Adonaï
appears in other parts of the work and is not always connected with the large,
homophonic statements of Iahvé/Adonaï I through VII. Figures 42 through 49 show
Iahvé/Adonaï I through VII.

49

This contrast of half-step and whole-step motion, between motives x and z, further supports the
balance found in the octatonic scale.
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Figure 42. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Iahvé/Adonaï I, measures 88 through 89
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Figure 43. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Iahvé/Adonaï II, measures 93 through 94
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Figure 44. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Iahvé/Adonaï III, measures 104 through 105
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Figure 45. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Iahvé/Adonaï IV, measures 174 through 175
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Figure 46. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Iahvé/Adonaï V, measures 178 through 180
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Figure 47. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Iahvé/Adonaï VI, measures 335 through 338
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Figure 48. Boulanger, Psalm 130, Iahvé/Adonaï VII, measures 407 through 410
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Iahvé/Adonaï I occurs in measures 88 and 89. In Iahvé/Adonaï I, the soprano and
alto contain a chromatic fragment of x (Iahvé) while the tenor and baritone contain
motive z (Adonaï). In measure 89 of the tenor and bass parts, Boulanger includes motive
u as an accompanimental gesture. Following this, a similar phrase, labeled Iahvé/Adonaï
II, appears in measure 93. Iahvé/Adonaï III occurs in measures 104 through 107.
Boulanger adds an inverted motive z to the bass clarinet, organ and baritone. Compared
to the first three Iahvé/Adonaï statements, Iahvé/Adonaï IV and Iahvé/Adonaï V
(measures 174 and 175, and 178 through 180) are louder and set with an expanded
orchestration. (The entire orchestra is present by measure 174.) Iahvé/Adonaï VI appears
in measures 335 through 339 after several measures of syncopated, polyphonic lines of
music. In measures 407 through 410, Iahvé/Adonaï VII more closely resembles
Iahvé/Adonaï VI in its linear descent, than Iahvé/Adonaï I, Iahvé/Adonaï II, Iahvé/Adonaï
III, Iahvé/Adonaï IV and Iahvé/Adonaï V. The first five Iahvé/Adonaï statements contain
motives x and z, however, in both Iahvé/Adonaï VI and Iahvé/Adonaï VII these motives
are absent.

Compositional Procedures
In measures 59 through 69, it appears that Boulanger is presenting motive z in an
extended format, or what I call an extended linear outline. Here, the shape of the chorus’s
line is a half-step ascent and descent from F (measure 59) to G-flat (measures 60, 61, and
67 through 68) and back to F (measure 69). Compare Figures 49 and 50.
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Figure 49. Boulanger, Psalm 130, motive z

Figure 50. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 56 through 70
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Figure 50. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 56 through 70, continued
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Boulanger uses pedal points in an extended linear outline throughout Section I
(measures 1 through 59).. Indicated in Figure 51,, Boulanger outlines the pitches of motive
x (F – E-flat – F – E-flat – F – D-flat – E-flat – F) with pedal points. These pedal points
occur in the following measures: measures 1 to 5 (F); measures 6 to 7 (E--flat); measures
10 to 12 (F); measures 13 to 28 (E-flat); measures 28.2 through 33 (F); measures 34
through 35 (D-flat);
flat); measures 48 through 58 (E-flat); and measure 59 (F).
Figure 51. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 1 through 60
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Figure 51. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 1 through 60, continued
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Figure 51. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 1 through 60, continued
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An initial problem arose when I discovered the extended linear outline of motive
x. As shown in Figure 52 between measures 37 and 47 significant bass pedal points occur
outside of motive x. After examining the extra pitches, there remained an unordered
scale: G-sharp, B, E, C-sharp, B-flat, and G. If re-ordered, these pitches comprise an
octatonic collection (notes in parentheses are not in the music, but show the sequence of
the scale): G, G-sharp, B-flat, B, C-sharp, (D), E (F). Supporting my hypothesis, the same
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octatonic collection exists in the descending scale of the upper string parts in measures 44
through 47. The extra bass notes, and the descending, octatonic scale in the strings
conclude together in measure 47. Boulanger returns to her extended linear outline of
motive x in measure 48 (E-flat – the penultimate note of the extended linear outline). She
simultaneously introduces two abbreviated versions of motive x (brass and strings,
measures 49 and 50, and violin 1 and organ, measure 52) followed by a complete
presentation of motive x (low brass and organ, measures 54 through 56.1).
Figure 52. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 34 through 50
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Descending Octatonic Scale
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Figure 52. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 34 through 50, continued
47
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50

Descending Octatonic Scale Ends

The evidence suggests that with this unique conjunction of events, Boulanger is framing
the beginning and the end of Section I with motive x gestures. She connects these
gestures with an extended linear outline of motive x in the bass (Figure 53).
Figure 53. Diagram of extended procedure in Section I, “Thesis”
measures 3 through 6, 10 through 13----------Extended---Linear---Outline---of---Motive---x—-----measures 49 through 57.1
(motive x)

(motive x)

(motive x)

A long, step-wise line of music occurs in the choral parts. The line begins on the F
pitch of measure 354 (alto) and ascends to pitch G in measure 355 (bass). The line
ascends to pitch A in measure 358 (soprano), pitch B in measures 359, 361 and
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362 (soprano), pitch C-sharp
sharp in measures 363 and 364 (soprano), pitch D-sharp
D
in
measure 365 (soprano),, and finally pitch F in measure 366 (all choral parts).
parts)
Boulanger employs another long
long-term
term procedure between measures 327 and
339. Beginning in the bass section, a long
long-term
term rhythmic diminution occurs that creates
syncopated rhythmic passages. Boulanger starts the procedure of diminution in measure
327 with a half rest and half note ((j’espere) in the bass. In measure 329, the half rest
shortens to a quarter rest followed by a half note in the bass. In measure 332, the
t bass 2
part begins with a quarter rest followed by a quarter note in the bass. In measure 333, the
soprano and tenor parts are offset by an eighth note. In measure 334, Boulanger increases
the frequency of the syncopated rhythms. Finally, in measures 335.3
5.3 through 339, she
halts the syncopated activity with strong, homophonic statements of “Iahvé
Iahvé” and
“Adonaï” (Figure 54).
Figure 54. Boulanger, Psalm 130, chorus, measures 324 through 339
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Figure 54. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 324 through 339, continued
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Various extended arch shapes mirror motive w. For example, in measures 17 through 23,
Boulanger creates an arch shape using motive y as the ascent and descent of the line
(Figure 55). The same procedure occurs in many instances including measures 36
through 59.1; 270 through 274; 374 through 379 (harp); and 380 through 382.
Figure 55. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 14 through 23

Finally, Boulanger creates a long-term harmonic motion of suspension and
resolution between the first and last six measures of the work. In measure 6, Boulanger
presents a chord which surrounds pillar pitches F and B-flat. As previously stated,
neighboring E-flat and G-flat pitches typically gravitate toward pillar pitch F. A-flat and
C-flat pitches gravitate toward pillar pitch B-flat. The chord in measure six contains three
of these surrounding pitches (including F): E-flat, G-flat and C-flat. Only the A-flat is
missing. The sustained chord disappears in the middle of the seventh measure without
resolution to a pillar pitch. In the final six measures of Psalm 130, beginning in measure
424, the A-flat – missing from the chord in measure 6 – appears with a sforzato marking.
The unresolved chord from measure six resolves (measure 426) to pillar pitches F and Bflat. As a final reiteration of this procedure, Boulanger emphasizes pillar pitch B-flat by
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means of a C-flat to B-flat
flat motion in the chorus and winds (mea
(measures
sures 426 and 427).
427
(Figures 56 and 57).
Figure 56. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 1 through 6
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Figure 57. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 420 through 430
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Figure 57. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 420 through 430, continued
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Beginning in Section III, Boulanger introduces two distinct tempos each of which
is associated with a different articulation. The first articulation, marcato (measure 134), is
associated with the tempo Allegro, trés rythmé (fast, very rhythmic). Immediately
following, a legato articulation of motive y (measure 136) occurs with the indication of
Cédez beaucoup (cease/slow a lot). With these tempi and articulations, Boulanger creates
two different musical moods. She oscillates between these two moods rapidly in
measures 134 through 159. With these brief character changes, Boulanger foreshadows
long-term character changes throughout the rest of the work.
To clarify the character changes which occur after measure 134, I have provided a
bullet-list of the pertinent tempi, articulations and moods. The indented bullets indicate
subtle shifts to the tempo of the next section.
•

Measure 160 – (a tempo) marcato and accented, contrapuntal music

•

Measure 174 – (

= 63) broad and legato

•

Measure 190 – (

= ) mezzo-soprano solo – legato, accumulating energy

•

Measure 230 – (

= 112) accented music, recalling measures 160 through 173

•

Measure 272 – (

= 54) broad, legato, loud dynamic

•

Measure 276 – (

= 63) legato, thinner texture, soft dynamic

o Measure 324 (
•

Measure 341– (

= 69) legato, thinner texture, soft dynamic

o Measure 356 – (
•

Measure 379 – (

= 80) – slight increase of tempo to build momentum

= 84) increase of tempo to build momentum

= 48) heavy, legato, marcato texture (similar to the beginning)

o Measure 383 – (

= 60) thinner texture, softer dynamic
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•

Measure 391 – (

= 80) aggressive music, detaché50 and accented

•

Measure 407 – (

= 60) Lent, broad, legato, loud dynamic

o Measure 415 – (

= 69) thinner texture, softer dynamic

o Measure 423 – (

= 56) Plus Lent, recalls opening in mood and texture

Orchestration
Boulanger’s choice of orchestration was likely inspired, as mentioned earlier, by
Schmitt’s Psaume 47.51 Except for Schmitt’s choice of percussion (triangle, crash
cymbals and glockenspiel) the scores are identical in instrumentation. Even an extended
soprano solo appears in the middle of Schmitt’s work. In contrast Schmitt (less subtle
with his scoring) often places musical activity into general “families” of the orchestra
(i.e. winds playing one type of figure, while strings play another, etc…). Boulanger uses
the orchestra more sparingly, exposing interesting instrumental combinations. In an
additional contrast to Schmitt’s Psaume 47, Boulanger uses lower-registered instruments
in a dense style to create a dark mood. Schmitt’s choice of a brighter orchestral palette
clearly represents the positive tone of the text in Psaume 47.
In Appendix D, a chart demonstrates the orchestral activity. I discuss
orchestration in further detail in Chapter 4 under the heading of “Analysis of Boulanger’s
50

In the Durand edition the word “detaché” is indicated in the woodwind and string sections. By
literal definition, this means “detached.” The string players would likely interpret “detaché” as the bowing
term which produces an opposite articulation. Though opposite articulations exist in scores from this era, it
is likely that the indication means for both sections to play detached.
51

Florent Schmitt, Psaume XLVII pour Orchestre, Orgue, Choeurs et Solo. Paris: Editions
Salabert, 1922.
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Orchestration Techniques and Considerations for a New Version” because it relates to my
methodology of reduction.

Text
Below is a translation of the text in Psalm 130.52
Du fond de l'abîme je t'invoque,
Iahvé.
Adonaï, ecoute ma prière!
(Je crie vers toi.)
Que tes oreilles soient attentives
aux accents de ma prière!

From the depths of the abyss I call on you,
Yahweh.
Adonai, hear my prayer!
(I cry to you.)
May your ears be attentive
to the voice of my supplication!

Si tu prends garde aux péchés,
qui donc pourra tenir, Iahvé?
mais la clémence est en toi,
afin qu'on le révère.

If you take into account our sins, Yahweh, who
would be able to stand fast?
But with you there is mercy, and so you are
worshipped.

Mon âme espère en Iahvé;
j'espère, je compte sur sa parole
plus que les guetteurs de la nuit
n'aspirent au matin.
La clemence est en Iahvé.
(J’espère en toi, j’espère en ta parole.)

My spirit hopes in Yahweh;
I hope in and I count on his word
more than the watchmen of the night
long for the morning.
There is mercy in Yahweh.
(I hope in you, I hope in your word.)

Car en Iahvé est la miséricorde
et l'abondance de la délivrance.

There is mercy in Yahweh,
and abundant deliverance.

C'est lui qui délivrera Israёl
De toutes ses iniquités.
Israёl espère en la clémence de Iahvé.

It is he who will deliver Israel
From all its iniquities.
53
Israel, trust in the mercy of Yahweh.

The text for Psalm 130 (numbered 129 in the Vulgate) is regarded as one of the
seven Penitential Psalms. Boulanger’s setting of the text mostly follows the order of the
five stanzas, however, she reorders text within those stanzas and reuses text from other
52

The texts occurring within parentheses are not part of the original psalm. These are Boulanger’s

additions.
53

Gordon Paine. Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Volume III: French
and Italian Texts Covallis, OR: Earthsongs, 2007: 13-14.
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stanzas. Gordon Paine indicates that Boulanger’s text-setting of Psalm 130 is different
from the original psalm.54 In her composition, she re-orders verses five through seven and
omits verse six (“My soul longs for Yahweh”). In the middle of verse seven, Boulanger
adds her own text “J’espère en toi, j’espère en ta parole” (I hope in you, I hope in your
word) and“Je crie vers toi” (I cry to you). Paine notes that because verse six is not
repeated, like it is in most non-Vulgate editions of the Bible, Boulanger’s Bible must
have been Vulgate-based.55 Her use of the text is fairly free because of her musicaldramatic approach.
The word Adonaï is also added to the preexisting text. This Hebrew name for God
is a more formal version of “Lord.” Boulanger’s choice to add another name of God into
the text was likely meant to emphasize her petition. She often inserts the exclamation
“Ah” into this text toward the ends of large phrases. Her insertion of the word “Ah” is a
standard trait in many of her choral works.
Typically, Boulanger follows the original stanza order, however, within a stanza
she often inserts excerpts of text from other stanzas. I believe that this text-setting style
(similar to the text-setting in Berlioz’s Requiem) emphasizes the meaning of the text by
re-ordering it for musical and dramatic purposes.
Many examples of text painting occur throughout Psalm 130. Boulanger uses
varying ranges and modes to depict the contrasting moods in the text. In measures 90
through 92 the music following Iahvé/Adonaï I descends in range and ends on an F minor
54

Paine, 14.

55

Ibid., 13-14.
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chord, following the meaning of the text: “Out
Out of the depths I cry to you.”
you. 56 The text in
the next phrase is more hopeful, and reflects on the psalmist
psalmist’s prayers – “Listen to my
voice” – ascending out of the depths. Here, Boulanger allows the strings to ascend in
range. She ends the phrase on an F major chord (Figure 58).
Figure 58. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 89 through 96
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flat in the bass is the lowest sung note in the entire work.
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Figure 58. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 89 through 96, continued
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In measures 391 through 406, Boulanger depicts the text “C'est lui qui délivrera
Israël, de toutes ses iniquités” (It is he who will deliver Israel from all her iniquities)
with the most accented, densely orchestrated and chromatic music in Psalm 130. It
appears that she chose this texture to emphasize the word “iniquités” (Figure 59).
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Figure 59. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 400 through 403
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In measures 342 through 353, a canon at the fourth occurs between the mezzosoprano solo and tenor solo. Here, the following text occurs: Car en Iahvé est la
miséricorde et l'abondance de la deliverance (There is mercy in Yahweh, and abundant
deliverance). Based on dates found in a sketchbook of Boulanger’s, Potter states that this
music was likely written early in the compositional process of Psalm 130.57 Why would
Boulanger include a short tenor solo and a canon, toward the end of the work, where
neither has appeared before? This is likely due to both the placement of the text within
the psalm and Boulanger’s personal connection with the text. In reference to the latter, I
propose that Boulanger finds the text of “mercy” and “hope” significant as she relates it
to her fatal condition and the memory of her father.58 In her failing physical condition,
Boulanger may have taken comfort in the psalmist’s references to “mercy” and
“deliverance.” Beyond the physical pain she experienced, the word “deliverance” may
have also translated to a reunion with her father. In measure 342, the mezzo-soprano’s
music is marked piano and the tenor’s music is marked pianissimo. Is the softer, trailing
tenor a quieter, or past, memory of her father, and does the canon depict a reunion in the
afterlife? Since Boulanger’s decision to dedicate Psalm 130 to her father likely happened
around the same time that she composed the initial sketches of the canon, it is possible
that the tenor represents her father. Her decision to place the canon toward the end of the
work probably depended upon the overall occurrence of this text in the psalm. She must

57

Potter, 101-102.

58

A dedication to her father is included on the first page of the manuscript: “…á la mémoire de
mon cher Papa” (…to the memory of my dear father).
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have felt strongly about this music to introduce for the first time both a tenor solo and a
canon at the end of the work.
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CHAPTER 44: CREATION OF A REDUCED VERSION

The Manuscript and the Published Edition
The majority
ority of the manuscript is in Lili’s handwriting, which, in ink, appears
alongside additional marks in orangish-red pencil. These pencil marks were probably
made by a conductor. Nadia owned the manuscript until her death.59 Since Nadia was
both in possession of the score and frequently conducted from it, the pencil marks are
likely Nadia’s
’s handwriting.60 (Interestingly,
Interestingly, the choral parts appear in purple ink, in Lili’s
hand, which suggests to me that they were completed in one sitting, possibly before the
orchestral parts.) Lili did not live long en
enough
ough to hear the work premiered, however,
Nadia was known to have conducted the work on numerous occasions. Therefore, in
Appendix B, I have listed
ed two differing categories
categories: differences between the Durand
edition and Lili’s score,, and differences between the Durand edition and Nadia’s
handwriting.
Some differences between the Durand edition and Lili’ss manuscript are minor,
such as the exact placement of expression marks. Others are significant, such as tempo
indications and pitch content
content. Above the first measure Lili specifies the tempo “ = 58.”
Nadia has crossed
ed out this indication and written “

= 48.” Toward the end of the work,

in measure 379, Lent appears in what I suppose to be Nadia’ss handwriting and this is

59

Alexandra Laederich, iinterview by author, 28 June 2006, Fondation nationale Lili et Nadia
Boulanger, Paris.
60

Lili Boulanger, “Psaume 130, Du fond de l’ab
l’abîme,” (original manuscript), owned by
Gerald Hugon, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris, France.
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published in the Durand version. Likewise, in measure 230, Lili indicates “ = 120”
compared to Nadia’s slower mark of “ = 112.” Discrepancies in organ registrations and
manual geography not only occur between Lili’s and Nadia’s markings, but also between
Nadia’s markings and the Durand edition. In the choral part, Nadia inserted parentheses
around low bass notes in measure 112, whereas Lili did not indicate an option.
Obviously, Nadia found some of her own problems when rehearsing the work. Some of
her markings on the original manuscript were added to the Durand edition. (See
Appendix B.)
Nadia’s additional expression markings are significant, and help clarify the dense
texture. These marks are retained in my version. Because of Nadia’s experience as a
performer of the work, the slight differences in the scores should be considered based on
practicality and artistic merit. When using either edition, these differences should allow
perspective when making musical decisions.

Analysis of Boulanger’s Orchestration Techniques and Considerations for a New Version
Rosenstiel states that Boulanger is “directly in the mainstream of the French
tradition.” Her music shares various orchestral traits with French composers such as her
teacher Fauré, and contemporary Debussy.61 Conductors and musicologists often
compare her style to Debussy’s. Orchestrally, this comparison is valid in some sections of
her music. For instance, I believe the elusive character created by Boulanger’s
orchestration in Section IV (beginning of measure 190) of Psalm 130 may be closely
61

Rosenstiel, 222.
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linked to that of Debussy’s orchestral layering in Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune
(1894). This subtle layering in the orchestra is carefully calculated to create an organic,
seamless flow in the music. When rescoring the work, one of my primary priorities was
maintaining this seamless quality.
Boulanger frequently treats the chorus orchestrally which, often appears in tonally
complex, homophonic statements as a means of delivering text. Beautiful exceptions
exist in measures 324 through 341. Here, the polyphonic suspensions and melodic
independence sound more choral than orchestral.
In my orchestrally reduced version, the choral parts are largely unchanged. Boulanger
explored choral sounds that were new to her and the purple ink suggests that the
composition of the choral parts preceded the orchestral parts. Because of this unique
feature in Boulanger’s original manuscript, I have mostly maintained Boulanger’s choral
parts in the reduced version. In rare occurrences I added doublings which support
essential melodic material (Figures 60a and 60b) and re-voiced some chords to support
third-related sonorities. (The latter is addressed later in this chapter under the heading
“Stringer Interview Regarding Orchestral Reinforcements and Dynamic Adjustments.”)
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Figure 60. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 97 through 100
a. Durand version
S

A

T

B

b. Perkins version
S

A

Doubling of alto helps reinforce baritone

T

B

Though the reduced version is not greatly affected, it is noteworthy to identify
ident a
Boulanger choral expression that she uses as an orchestral effect. The expression “Ah”
can be found in many of her choral works, always as an insertion into the original
origina text.
Most of the works end with a triumphant setting of the “Ah.” Because of the subject
matter of Psalm 130 the ““Ah”s evoke lament and suffering. This further highlights her
use of the chorus as an orchestral instrument. During dynamically soft sections of music,
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“Ah”s are often doubled by woodwinds, whereas during louder passages, they are
doubled by brass. Boulanger may have been influenced in her use of the chorus as an
orchestral component by the Sirènes movement of Debussy’s Nocturnes (1899), or, more
likely, she borrowed the idea from Schmitt’s Psaume 47.
The continuous independence of the English horn, bass clarinet and
contrabassoon in the original score affected my decision to keep these instruments
present in the reduction. The piccolo does not have a prominent part, but it is retained
because it is easy for flutists to switch between the two. Therefore, in my version of the
score, the second flute doubles on piccolo, the second oboe doubles on English horn; the
second clarinet part is eliminated, leaving only first clarinet and bass clarinet; and the
second bassoon doubles on the contrabassoon. Musicologist Gunner Cohrs states in his
article Die fünf grossen Chorwerke Lili Boulangers, that “Hebrew influences are
especially obvious in the melody and in the color of the sound.”62 Whereas Mark Stringer
suggests that the English horn is not completely necessary, Cohrs’s point is relevant since
the instrument has frequent solos and creates a distinct color when doubling the choral
parts.63 It is my opinion that removing the English horn would diminish some of the
Middle Eastern sound of the psalm setting.
In the original version, Boulanger doubles instruments to create distinctive
sounds. The English horn is often paired with other woodwind instruments, and the bass
62

Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs. “Die fünf grossen Chorwerke Lili Boulangers.” LiliBoulanger-Tage, Geburtstag der Komponistin - Konzerte und Veranstaltungen
19 vol. 22 (1993): 93-113. Translation: Lani Johnson.
63

Stringer, Mark. Interview by author, 2 July 2006. Personal Inverview. Berne,
Switzerland.
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clarinet is often paired with the bassoon. The frequency of these doublings caused me to
maintain the “third” parts of the triple wind complement (piccolo, English horn, bass
clarinet and contrabassoon) in my reduced version. I also use these instruments to
substitute for some of the brass instruments that have been eliminated. Boulanger rarely
uses the entire triple wind complement. By dropping the second part – second flute,
second oboe, second clarinet and second bassoon – of the triple wind complement, little
of the original orchestral color is lost.
In the Durand edition, the horns either play as an independent group or support
the brass section. In a few cases, they double the woodwinds. For the reduction I have
mainly used the horns to double the brass parts. In several instances they substitute for
trombones in order to keep the brass color consistent, however, this only occurs when the
horns have a harmonic, rather than melodic, function. When horns were unavailable, I
used bassoons as substitutes for trombones.
Boulanger’s place in the French tradition warrants study of her contemporaries’
orchestral trends as well as her own. I have chosen to keep instruments which allow
Boulanger’s orchestral style to remain uncompromised. Schmitt’s Psaume 47 seems to
have influenced Boulanger’s instrumentation choices. Her characteristic “Ah”s stand out
as an important orchestral trend. In my reduced version, the inclusion of the piccolo,
English horn, bass clarinet and contrabassoon was necessary to maintain Boulanger’s
original orchestral concept of the work. The horns and bassoons cover well for missing
brass parts in the new version. Finally, the inclusion of both harp parts was necessary to
maintain Boulanger’s orchestral character. (Additionally, because harmonies frequently
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change in passages of continuous sixteenth notes, both harps are required for my reduced
version.) Examination of Boulanger’s influences and orchestral trends aided me in my
process of reduction.

Stringer Interview Regarding Orchestral Reinforcements and Dynamic Adjustments
Despite the initial frustrating rehearsal in Luxembourg (October, 1999), many of
the orchestra players inquired of Stringer, “Why haven’t we heard this music before?” In
July of 2006, Stringer answered this complicated question during an interview at his
residence in Berne, Switzerland. He indicated pragmatic aspects of balance which he
employed in his recording. Conductor Robert Shaw suggested to Stringer that
acoustically, thirds create a faster frequency than intervals of a fourth or fifth, and thus
bolster the sound of the chorus. Following this thinking, Stringer suggests that in sections
of tutti orchestra and chorus, thirds may be removed from some brass parts and added, or
reinforced, in the choral parts. The chorus would more easily balance, in terms of size, to
a heavily scored brass section. Compare Boulanger’s version of measures 258 through
260, shown in Figure 61a, with my solution based on Stringer’s theory, shown in Figure
61b.
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Figure 61. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 258 through 260
a. Boulanger version

S

A

T

B

b. Perkins version

Open 5ths in trumpet

B. drum

Added 3rds in bass, 5th (D) redistributed to tenor part where it is less noticeable
S

A

T

B
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Other portions of the sc
score were written in a range too low to
o be heard, such as
the viola melody in measures 36 through 40. Stringer’s solution had two components: 1)
1
double the end of the line with second violins, and 2) because of the awkward registration
shift, have half of the players bow in opposite directions, which evens out strong and
weak sounds produced by up
up-bows and down-bows.
bows. This latter orchestral technique is
more audible with
th larger ensemble
ensembles (Figures 62a and 62b).
Figure 62. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 36 through 40
a. Bowing for first half of viola section:

Viola

b. Bowing for second half of viola section:

Viola

In general, Stringer suggests subduing the horns and trombones, since they can
cause the greatest balance difficulties with the chorus. The dynamic marking of forte
should be adjusted to mezzo piano when the hornss and trombones play with or double the
chorus. Based on his own rehearsals, Stringer encouraged
ncouraged me to apply great dynamic
restriction on the horns and trombones, whether they play with the chorus or not. Their
presence tends to dominate over other textures in Psalm 130. This dynamic reduction is
also applied in the reduced version.
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The Reduced Score: Priorities Concerning Structure, Sonority and Balance
In the process of reduction, I based decisions on compositional approach as well
as practical considerations. Priorities with regard to compositional approach included
maintaining orchestral colors and balance. Substitutions in the reduced version were a
practical consideration. During this process I employed some general rules:
1) Important motives were given aural priority.
2) Boulanger’s orchestral style was retained as much as possible.
3) Based on Stringer’s recommendation, balance was achieved with careful
reinforcement. For instance, I used the clarinet to reinforce a motive in the string
section.
4) When re-voicing chords, I kept families of like instruments are kept together as
much as possible.
5) If #4 was not possible, the instrument from an adjacent family was selectively
placed in the middle, rather than on the outside of a chord, where it would be
more noticeable. For instance, in a four-part trombone chord, in which adding the
bass clarinet was the only solution, the bass clarinet substituted for the third
trombone in a portion of the bass clarinet’s range which could be easily blended.
6) When a choral part needed to be reinforced – particularly in a low register – I
added higher voice parts to the lower line. For instance, second tenors were added
to the baritone part since fewer first tenors are required to carry high A-flat, G and
F pitches.
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In measure 41 of the Durand edition, up to five motives are simultaneously played
by the following instruments: 1) oboe and English horn, 2) horns, 3) violin 1, 4) violin 2,
and 5) viola. I assign aural priority to the three string motives (violin 1 begins in measure
39, violin 2 begins in measure 40, and viola begins in measure 41) since they are
variations of motive y – one of the three foundational motives introduced in Section I.
The violin 1 and 2 motives cut through the texture. The viola melody in measure 41 is
covered up because the violin 1 and 2 parts overbalance in the high register while the
accented horns dominate the middle register. Here, I employed rule 3 and used the bass
clarinet to reinforce the viola melody. The bass clarinet, with its mellow timbre, supports
the viola without covering it too much.64 This doubling ceases after the viola has reached
its higher register. Given second priority is the motive in the oboe and English horn parts,
since they are strands of motive y. In my performance of the work, this motive was
difficult to hear. I have added a clarinet to the motive. The clarinet returns to its original
music in measure 42. The third most important event is the motive in the horn. Since I
removed horns 3 and 4 from my edition, only bassoon 2 and trombone 2 were available
for substitution. I employed rule 5, and chose to put the bassoon higher than the
trombone. The bassoon is now a less awkward choice since two other instruments from
the same brass family surround it. Though not all of the rules are employed at once
during the reduction process, I demonstrate my method of prioritization in Figures 63a
and 63b.

64

The bass clarinet’s dynamic of forte may be adjusted in rehearsal depending on the size of the
string section.
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Figure 63. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 39 through 42
a. Durand version
39

40

41

42
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Figure 63. Boulanger, Psalm 130, measures 39 through 42, continued
b. Perkins version
39

40

41

Motive y variation
is reinforced with
clarinet.

Motive y (viola) is
reinforced with bass
clarinet.

42
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Summary of Decisions Made for the Reduced Version
The compositional analysis I undertook allowed me to realize the hierarchy of
certain motives and the variations and transformations of those motives. The germ
motives x, y, and z, first stated in the “Thesis,” have the highest priority. Sub-priority
motives stem from motives x, y, and z, such as xa or za.
The project warranted examination of the manuscript because of inconsistencies
in the published edition. Based on this research, the differences between the Durand
edition and the manuscript are listed in Appendix B. I discovered two different styles of
handwriting on the score: Lili’s and Nadia’s. Some of Nadia’s markings included helpful
articulations which clarified the texture. These marks appear in the Durand edition, and I
have left them in my edition since they are useful. Conductors using either edition should
look at Appendix B when making their own artistic decisions.
Various orchestral trends were studied to ensure stylistic accuracy. Boulanger was
certainly a product of the French movement at the turn of the century and was
orchestrally influenced by Schmitt’s Psaume 47. When reducing the wind section, based
on Schmitt’s obvious influence and Boulanger’s own explicit use of the third parts
(piccolo, English horn, bass clarinet and contrabassoon), I had the second player in each
section (e.g. flute 2) double on the third instrument (e.g. piccolo).
A comparison of Boulanger’s other works during this time period provided
context for her largest choral-orchestral composition. It was helpful in identifying the
level of orchestral and compositional maturity unique to Psalm 130 and the steps toward
this maturity.
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An enlightening interview with Mark Stringer provided detailed accounts of his
own experience with the score. Stringer’s suggestions proved invaluable during my
performance of the new version in March of 2007, and his concepts further shaped my
reasoning during the reduction process.
Finally, based on the discoveries above, I created a list of priorities, or rules,
which added perspective to me in the reduction process. These rules guided my intention
to stay true to Boulanger’s score and to find pragmatic solutions for the reduction
process.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is possible that the release of Lili Boulanger’s personal diaries in 2009 will
substantiate my hypothesis that her biography and Psalm 130 are closely linked. The
more I studied the composition and Boulanger’s life the more I perceived Boulanger’s
intentions for the work. My initial reaction to the work was that Boulanger was musically
expressing her struggle with Crohn’s disease, however, following my reading of the
Dopp article, it appears likely that Boulanger’s religious and superstitious nature was an
additional factor in her rationale for writing the work. Dopp proposes that the
composition Clairières dans le ciel was written by Boulanger to literally evoke the
memory of her suitor.65 It is my belief that she felt the same way about Psalm 130, since
perhaps she believed the act of composition would help her achieve a higher form of
petition and communion with God, and thus evoke the memory of her father.
In my newly rescored version of Psalm 130 I helped remedy differences between
the original manuscript and the Durand edition, problems of orchestral density, and
balance issues. I believe that Psalm 130 is impractical in size and scope for most
performing organizations, but perhaps this version will allow more ensembles to perform
the work. The work originally caught my ear because of its intense and exquisite sound.
It is the music itself that has impassioned my research. I hope that this contribution may
warrant frequent performances of Psalm 130 and the works of Lili Boulanger.

65

Dopp, 558-560.
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It is also my desire that this project will help raise Boulanger’s music to its
rightful place in standard choral repertoire and that my method of analysis may be helpful
to future researchers. In an attempt to stay true to the voice of the composer and also to
help make practical decisions for the performer, the following steps were taken to
discover the identity of the work. These steps directly informed my method of re-scoring:
1) an examination of the manuscript for errors;
2) an interview with conductor Mark Stringer to determine his perspective on
the work;
3) a thorough analysis delineating motivic hierarchy;
4) a study of orchestral trends of the composer, and possible composers that
were influential; and
5) a test-performance producing audible credibility to methods #1 through 4.
For the premier of the reduced version, I used a choir of forty-five skilled singers
and a string section of sixteen players (4-4-3-3-2) as well as the wind complement
described in Chapter 2 of this document.
This decision for reduction developed from a cautious investigation of the
biography of the composer. Had Boulanger not died before the premier of the work; had
publishers not written to her and asked her to reduce some of her other compositions
(hinting at the marketability of differently scored editions); and had other conductors not
sought out their own modifications to the score, I would feel audacious undertaking such
a project.
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There may be other works which need such care in order to reveal their rightful
place in the line of standard repertoire. Concerning this research, I hope the question so
often raised by newly acquainted listeners of Lili Boulanger’s music and Psalm 130 will
soon fade: “Why haven’t we heard this music before?” Moreover, I hope that my
contributions will reveal a point of departure for future performers and researchers who
discover rich music in need of rejuvenation and rebirth.
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APPENDIX A:
LIST OF CHANGES IN THE NEWLY SCORED EDITION OF PSALM 130
Note: Below is a list of changes I made to Psalm 130. The column entitled “Durand
Edition” lists what is currently present in that edition. The column entitled “Perkins
Edition” lists the change made to my new edition. For instance, in measures 6 and 7, the
horn 3 part of the Durand has been changed to the trombone 1 part in my edition. (Horn 3
is listed in the “Durand Edition” column and trombone 1 is listed in the “Perkins Edition”
column.) If no explanation is given, the reader should assume that the change was made
because of the orchestral reduction included in my edition. Explanations are offered in
the “Perkins Edition” column for all other changes.
Measures
6-7

Durand Edition
horn 3
horn 4

Perkins Edition
trombone 1
trombone 2

16

bassoon 2

bass clarinet (since the bassoon 2 player cannot
quickly switch the contrabassoon for the
bassoon)

24

timpani dynamic = mf

timpani dynamic = mp (for reasons of balance)

27

timpani – presumed
missing accents

timpani – accents added to match the
articulation of the timpani part in measures 24
and 25

28

trombone 1
trombone 2
trombone 2
trombone 4

horn 1
horn 2
trombone 1
trombone 2

30

horns dynamic = mf

horns dynamic = mp (balance)

32-35

bassoon 1
bassoon 2

horn 3
horn 4

36-39

trombone 3
trombone 2

bass clarinet
bassoon 1

36-40

viola (needs
reinforcement)

viola – cross bowing added to smooth out the
awkward shift of range; violin 2 is added to the
melody in measure 38 to help reinforce the part.
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40

oboe and English horn
(needs reinforcement)

clarinet – doubles oboe and English horn

41

viola (needs
reinforcement)

bass clarinet – doubles viola (optional,
depending on the size of the viola section)

39-42

brass (overbalance)

brass – accents are replaced with marcato
articulation and dynamics are reduced for
balance purposes.

40-42

horn 3
horn 4

bassoon 2 (top notes)
trombone 2 (bottom notes)

42

trombone 1 dynamic =
p

trombone 1 dynamic = mp

46

horn 3

trombone 2

47

trombone 3

bassoon 2

48-49

winds (need
reinforcement)

dynamic = ff; bells out over the stands

52

trombone 4

bassoon

54-56

bassoon 1
bassoon 2
sarrusaphone

bass clarinet
bassoon 1
bassoon 2

54-59

trombone 3

tuba

63-64

oboe 2
clarinet 2
horn 3

dropped
bass clarinet
trombone 1

65

horn dynamic = mf

horn dynamic = mp (balance purposes); expr. is
removed (Stringer perceived that this expression
caused the horn section to dominate the texture)

75

horn 3

bassoon 1

76

horns 1-4

condensed to horns 1-2, with added breath
marks

120
79

trombone 1
trombone 2
trombone 3
trombone 4
trumpet 2

clarinet 1
trombone 1
trumpet 2
trombone 2
dropped
(Trombone and trumpet parts make up a six-part
chord of four different pitches. The original
chord is spelled from bottom to top: Bb, Ab,
Bb, D, E, and Bb. The new version cannot
accommodate all six pitches, therefore, the
inner Bb is left out, with remaining pitches Bb,
Ab, D, E, and Bb. The E in the trombone 1 part
is assigned to clarinet 1.)

80

trumpet 2
trumpet 3
trombone 1
trombone 2
trombone 3

dropped
already doubled by horn 1
trumpet 2
dropped
trombone 1
(Trombone and trumpet parts make up a sevenpart chord spelled from bottom to top: E-flat, B,
A, F, A, B, and F. I have maintained the outer
voices. Due to limits of the new version it was
necessary to omit the lower A [trumpet 2] and
upper B [trombone 1] pitches. In the new
version the chord is spelled E-flat [trombone 2],
B [trombone 1], A [trumpet 2], and F [trumpet
1]. For thematic reinforcement and purposes of
maintaining Boulanger’s distinct texture, I kept
the tuba in its original place.)

83

tenor

tenor – doubles baritone (in order to reinforce
the part; additionally, some baritones, who are
able to sing low F pitches, may join the bass 2;
this change is necessary to balance with the
trombone and lower strings which play in the
same range.)

96

viola

slur added to match articulation in the chorus

98-99

horn 1

horn 1 – expr. marking omitted for balance
purposes

horn 2 (doubles horn 1)

dropped
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98-100

baritone

alto 2 – added to the baritone part for
reinforcement

101

tenor (missing syllable)

tenor – added “re” syllable from “priere”

103

organ pedal

bassoon 1 – lightly doubles organ pedal for
support of the final motive of the phrase

106-107

organ pedal

organ pedal – now contains B-flat of the left
hand and acoustically amplifies the fifth
relationship

107.2

tenor – flag missing on
quarter note

tenor – now eighth note

120

alto – mismatched slur

alto – changed to match soprano, tenor and bass
parts

120-125

trumpet 3
trombone 2
trombone 3

oboe
clarinet
bass clarinet

133.4

organ (right hand) –
rhythm

organ (right hand) – quarter changed to eighth

138-139

bassoon 2

bass clarinet (In this section, the bassoon 1-2
and contrabassoon play; the contrabassoon is
featured here with the cello, as it was in
measures 14-15; in order to keep the essential
color of the contrabassoon and cello doubling,
bassoon 2 is assigned to bass clarinet.)

148

violin 1, 2nd divisi
violin 2

violin 2, only if needed due to size of section
viola

145-159

horn 2

bassoon 2

149-156

trombone 3

tuba (pragmatic substitution; tuba must be
subdued in this trio)

156

trombone 3

bassoon 2

148-158

horns 2 and 4

dropped (four parts condensed down to two)
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160-163

horns – 1-2
horns – 3-4

horns 1-2 – breaths added
dropped

164

oboe 2

English horn

165

clarinet 2

dropped (also double by horn 2)

165

chorus = f

chorus = ff (chorus needs bolstered energy to
compete with winds)

horn 3
horn 4

trombone 1
tuba

176

alto – missing comma

alto – comma added after the word “toi”

174-177

trumpet 3

dropped

181

oboe 2
oboe 2 (last four notes)

English horn
oboe 1

200

mezzo-soprano solo –
text

mezzo-soprano solo – “de” syllable changed to
“do” for the word “Adonai”

228

oboe 1(notation)

oboe 1 – last quarter changed to eighth

244

trombone 2

bassoon

258.2-260

baritone
tenor

tenor (in addition to existing part)
baritone (in addition to the bass 2)
(Stringer suggests that the tenors and
baritones switch parts; this change creates thirds
which increase the volume of the section.)

258-261

trombone 4

tuba

274-277

trombone 1
trombone 2

horn 1
horn 2
(dynamics reduced in horns for balance)

327

horn 3

trumpet 1

330

trombone 3

trumpet 2

371

tenor

tenor – half rest changed to quarter rest

123
379

trombone 1
trombone 2
trombone 3
trombone 4
horn 1
horn 2
horn 3
horn 4

trumpet 2
trombone 1
bassoon
tuba
clarinet
same
horn 1
bass clarinet

391-406

flute 2
oboe 2
clarinet 2

dropped (not possible)
dropped (not possible)
dropped (not possible)
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APPENDIX B:
COMPARISON OF DURAND EDITION AND ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT

The bulk of the manuscript is in Lili’s handwriting. It is likely that the manuscript
is her final draft, as there are few errors. The choral parts appear in purple ink. Slightly
different handwriting appears in orangish-red pencil. These marks are less neat and larger
like those in a conductor’s score. It is likely that these are Nadia’s marks, as she
conducted the work many times. Some of the additions such as accents, crescendi and
tempo changes appear in the published D
Durand
urand edition; therefore, it is likely that Nadia
also supervised the process of publication.
I have listed below discrepancies which a conductor of either edition may find
useful. In the left column, I have listed what Lili’s manuscript indicates as it conflicts
with the Durand edition. In the right column, I have the additional marks in Nadia’s
handwriting (orangish-red
red pencil).

Measures
1

Lili’s indications which differ
from the Durand edition.

5

Nadia adds marcato marks to beats
three and four of the tuba and cello
solos.

6-7

mark appears to
A
begin closer to the second half
of beat 4 and ends close to the
second half of beat one in
measure 7.

8

A
mark in the timpani
ends on the first half of beat
one.

12

Additions likely made by Nadia
Boulanger
For the tempo indication = 58
Nadia has crossed out 58 and
written in = 48.

Trombone and tuba parts have
marcato marks on beats three and
four.
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13
16.1

“Sempre pizz.” and a mf indication
are added in the contrabass.

16.1

An accent is added to the cello and
contrabass.

16.3

An accent is added to the cello solo.
An accent is added to the winds.

16-17

The
mark in the winds
begins on the second half of
beat four, and ends close to
downbeat of measure
seventeen.

17.4

The
mark in the cello
and contrabass begins closer to
beat 4 and finishes on beat one.

19.2

An accent is added to the violin 1.

22-23.1

Marcato marks are added to violins
1 and 2. (Lili’s marks start after the
first eighth note in measure 23.)

27.1

An accent is added to the cello.

28.2 and
29.2

A downbow mark is added to the
cello.

29-32

“Cresc. - - - -“ is marked
through measure thirty
thirty-two.
(Durand edition places the
crescendo a measure later.)

34.4

A
mark begins on the
second half of beat four for the
oboe, English horn and
bassoon.

35

A
mark begins on
beat one in th
the clarinet 1 and 2
parts.
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42
45.3

Many

marks are added.

In the flute pa
part, on the fifth
eighth note, the natural symbol
is indicated
indicated, not the flat
symbol.

49.3

The flat symbol is added in the
trombone 1. (This appears in the
Durand edition.)

50.3

An accent is added to the
sarrussophone.

51.3

The flat symbol is added to the
viola.
a. (This is likely correct as CC
flat occurs in the other parts.)

57

The ritard.
tard. occurs on beat
three.

57-58

mark in the organ
The
begins on beat three, instead of
beat two.

59

The text “sobre,, mais intense” is
added above the choral parts.
parts

62

“S.P.” is indicated in the organ. “G.O.” is indicated in the organ.
(This appears in the Durand
edition.)

65 and
67-68

Marcato marks are added to the
chorus.

75.2

Accents occur in the bass clarinet.
“Expr.” is added to the horns.

81.4-82

A
mark occurs in the
sarrussophone and ends on beat
four of measure 82.
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82.4.5

E-flat pitches are indicated in pencil
(graphite/lead) in the chorus;
however, the original purple ink
contains F pitches all the way
through the measure. (Nadia has
made a change consistent with
measure eighty-four;
four; however, Lili
consistently marked F pitches in
four different
fferent voice parts.)

89

“Marqué” is added next to the
choral parts.

90.1-2 –
91.3

Marcato marks are added to the
soprano and alto parts.

101.1

In the Durand, the tenor part is
missing “re” syllable in the text
“priere.”

101

A
mark is added over beats
two and three in the trombone.

101.2-3

Marcato marks are added to beats
two and three in the trombone.

106-107

The B-flat
flat in the pedal of the organ
is switched to the left hand of the
organ.

107.3

An accent is added to the baritone
part.

112

Parentheses are added to the lower
two bass parts in the chorus. (Lili
does not indicate an option.)

132-133

Both
and
are added to the tenor.

161.3162.3

A
organ.

marks

mark is added in the

128
174

A metronome mark of
added.

178.4 and
179.4

Marcato marks are added to the
bassoon, sarrussophone and tuba.

180

= 64 is

“Animez un peu” half
half-way
through 180. The Durand
edition prints it in the
beginning of measure 181.

219

The music in the harp 1 part has
switched to harp 2 and the harp 2
music has switched to harp 1.

219-225

A
mark is added to
the bassoons in the latter half of
every measure.

220

A breath mark is added to the
mezzo-soprano solo.

230

Lili writes = 120 for the
metronome mark.

Nadia writes = 112 for the
metronome mark.

230-233

A “dim.” is added to the percussion.

239

Accents are added to the bass drum.

241

The woodwind
mark
starts at the beginning of the
measure.

267

(Nadia indicates 4/4 for a
conducting pattern.)

264

The
mark in the strings
starts on beat two.

266

“Animato” appears here,
instead of in measure 267.

129
307

The
mark begins on
the first beat.

322

A
mark is added to the
cello solo.

322.1

An accent is added to the horn 1.

322.3-4

A “dim.” is added to the horns,
flutes and bassoons.

323.1

A marcato mark is added to the
bassoon.

322.4323.3

A
mark is added to the
contrabass 1.

333

The dynamic indication of f is
added to almost every part.

338.1

A “dim.” is added in the winds.

335.1-2

A
bass.

339

A
mark iss added to the
oboe, trumpet, trombones 1 through
4 and tuba.

mark is added to the

A
mark is added to violin 2
and viola.
341

A
mark is added to the
mezzo-soprano solo.

364-369

A
and
added to the chorus.

375

A mf marking is added to the
th bass
clarinet

375.3-4

Marcato marks are added to the
flute.

mark are

130
379

“Lent”” is indicated in pencil. (N.B.
or L.B.?)
A
mark is added to the
sarrussophone, bass drum and all
brass.

382

409-410

Accents are added to trombones 1
through 3.

410

A
mark is added to the
trumpet.

413

The “rall.”
rall.” begins closer to
beat four, rather than in the
middle of the measure.

416-417

Flats are added to beat three of the
horn parts.
Marcato marks are added to the
chorus.

423-424

Both
and
are added to the chorus.

425

A
mark is added to the tamtam
tam, English horn, clarinet and bass
clarinet.

Note added at the bottom of the manuscript:
“Rome-Gargenville
1914-1917”
1917” (L.B.’s hand)
Stamp at the bottom, left--hand part of the score:
“Societe des auteurs
Compositeurs and coiters de musique
28 Mars 1923 264,265
10. Rue Chaptal. PARIS”

marks
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APPENDIX C:
ANALYSIS CHART – COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS OF PSALM 130

Key to Graph:
On the chart, under the category of “Text,” every word of the text is fully
represented. The beginning of each line of text appears directly below the measure in
which the text starts. The end of each line of text does not relate to the measure numbers
above. If another line of text is placed below the first line, and the line of text begins with
a capital letter, this indicates the beginning of a new line of text. This does not represent a
hierarchy of text. When two lines begin in the same vertical position, and both begin with
a capital letter, this indicates that the two different lines of text begin in the same
measure. Polyphonic repetitions of text are not represented on the graph. (For example,
one line of text may represent five points of imitation occurring in a five-measure
phrase.) Repeated, homophonic text is indicated on the graph with a repetition of the text
in a different measure.
In regard to the category labeled “Pedals,” a pitch indicated on the graph
represents a continuous extension of that pitch until another pitch is indicated or a “/”
appears. When a “/” appears, this means that no pedal exists.
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APPENDIX D:
GRAPH INDICATING ORCHESTRAL TEXTURE
Note: This purpose of this graph is to indicate approximate occurrences of instruments
on a measure-by-measure basis. It does not indicate the exact place in the measure where
the instrument begins and ends. On the graph, I indicate the longest solos. These are the
mezzo-soprano, tenor, and cello solos. Smaller solos exist, however, no distinction has
been made on the graph as it is meant to portray a general sense of orchestral flow. Semichorus and one-per-part instrumental sections are not indicated on the graph.
The graph refers to the Durand edition. For users of my reduced version, changes
can be found in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX E:
ORCHESTRAL REDUCTION OF PSAUME 130, DU FOND DE L’ABÎME
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